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1. Introduction
Acu-moxi Online aims to provide a practical traditional Chinese acupuncture and
moxibustion database for overseas researchers, clinicians and other related persons in traditional
Chinese medicine institutions, such as colleges, associations, clinics, etc. It collects important
academic journals, conference papers, dissertations, standards, etc., and also includes 22 series of
videos, that are produced based on national acupuncture operation standard. As a detailed,
intelligible and practical acupuncture and moxibustion platform, this database features itself in the
massive and comprehensive data collection, and provides high quality traditional Chinese
acupuncture and moxibustion knowledge, like acupuncture point, diagnosis and treatment
technique, etc.

1.1. Resources
Acu-moxi Online collects over 240,000 records, including important academic journals,
China and international conference papers, doctoral dissertations, master’s theses, standards, of
which the earliest ones can trace back to 1951. Twenty-two series of bilingual acupuncture and
moxibustion videos, has been manually fragmented into 384 short video sections.

1.2. Featured Content
Acu-moxi Online’s featured content includes three aspects, namely, acupuncture-moxibution
videos, acupoint knowledge base, and national acupuncture operation standards:


Acupuncture-moxibustion videos are produced on the basis of national acupuncture operation
standards, spoken by the standard drafters, demonstrated by clinicians, shot in teaching
hospital, displayed in Chinese and English, and explain the techniques comprehensively,
simply and practically. In addition, videos are fragmented artificially into short videos
according to mechanism, therapy materials, preoperative preparation and so on, so that users
can use intervals to learn the required content. Furthermore, it also provides Chinese and
English subtitles.
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Acupoint knowledge base supports the quick search of “acupoint name, location and
indication”. It supports acupoint code and bilingual search (Chinese and English), and can
quickly get the acupoint name, location, indication and other explaination of 14 meridian
points and 5 extra acupoints (408 points in total).



Manipulation standards section includes 22 Chinese national acupuncture-moxibustion
operation standards (PDF), corresponding to 22 videos, which can help users to understand
the manipulation techniques overall.

1.3. Featured Function


One-stop search for English and Chinese resource, including videos and articles.



“Videos+articles” combining theory with practice.



“Videos+subtitles” synchronizing videos and subtitles.



Supporting acupoint international code and bilingual search.

2. Login
For literatures, you can search and browse bibliographic record and CNKI node free, but
cannot download PDF without logging in. While after logging in, you can search and download
literature that you have purchased (journal articles, doctoral dissertations, master’s theses, China
and international conference papers and standards). For reference works, you can only browse
them online.
For videos, you can search but cannot view videos without logging in, while after logging in,
you can view videos and subtitles online.
Website: http://am.cnki.net/. You can automatically login through IP recognition or input your
account and password. After you are logged in, you can download the selected literature or play
videos online.
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3. Search
You can run a one-stop quick search or advanced search specific for literatures or videos
from the Homepage.

3.1. One-stop Search
One-stop Search: enter the subject name in the search box and click “Search” for specific
information. Retrieval range includes title, keywords, and abstract. Take “moxibustion” as an
example.

Content Type
You can browse 7 different content types including video, journal article, doctoral dissertation,
master’s thesis, conference paper, reference work and standard to find a publication within your
field of interest. You can view required literature by selecting resource types or language.
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3.2. Advanced Search
To search more precisely, you can use advanced search. Click “advanced search”, and then
jump to the advanced search page.
On advanced search page, you can click "+" and "-" button to add or reduce search term, and
choose different conditions to search, including Title/Abstract/Keywords, Article Title, Authors,
Affiliation, Abstract, Keywords. Advanced search also supports filtering results by publication
year and publication type.
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4. Navigation
Video collection navigation includes 22 acupuncture-moxibustion subjects, helping users
find their required videos quickly and precisely. Click one subject to view the belonged video
sections. For example, click “moxibustion”.

5. Browse
5.1. Videos
You can click the desired video to view it and its subtitle, switch video languages, browse the
relevant standards, and view the relevant videos and articles.
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5.2. Acupoint Knowledge Base
In acupoint knowledge base, you can get the acupoint name, location, indication and other
explains of 14 meridian points and 5 extra acupoints. You can also view them by acupoint search
and acupoint navigation.
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5.2.1 Search
The default search item is acupoint name (EN/CN), and you can also choose acupoint code to
search. By using acupoint name, you can input Chinese name or English name (pinyin) of the
acupoint.

5.2.2 Navigation
Acupoint navigation is another way to view acupoint information. Click the acupoint name
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and then enter to its explanation page.

5.3. Browse Articles
On the search result page, you can click the title of article to view it.

5.3.1 View an Article
Click the article title to enter its full text page, you can view the basic information, abstract,
keywords, references as well as recommended articles relevant to this one, as shown below.
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5.3.2 Filter
Filter (content type and language) can help you to refine the literature.
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5.3.3 Sort
The search results are arranged in reverse chronological order.

5.3.4 Records per Page
The platform shows 10 search records per page by default, and you can choose differently
(10/20/50).

5.4. Browse Journals
Acu-moxi Online provides relevant journals on the homepage, click journal’s cover to view
detailed information and all the belonged articles.
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5.4.1 Journal Information
The journal page provides journal’s detail information, including introduction, ISSN, CN,
publication frequency, impact factor, downloads, and citations. If the journal is a bilingual journal,
you can click the language button to switch between “Chinese” and “English”. Chinese version
refers to the source paper, and English version refers to the translated one.
Note: Impact Factor is cited from CNKI “Annual Report on Impact Factors of Chinese
Academic Journals”. It refers to the ratio of the composite statistical total cites of a periodical’s
total citable documents to its total number of citable documents published in the past two years.
The calculation formula is as follows:

U  JIF 

The composite statistical total cites of a periodical's
total citable documents in the past two years
This periodical's total number of citable documents
published in the past two years

5.4.2 Browse Journals
Click a specific year and issue to list the articles on the right side, as shown in the Figure.
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5.5. Browse Reference Works
Homepage provides relevant reference works, and you can click the cover to view its
information and all the entries.

5.5.1 View More
Click “More” to view more reference works.
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5.5.2 Search
Reference works page supports the title search.

6. Download
If logged in, you can download selected articles (journal articles, doctoral dissertations,
master’s theses, China and international conference papers, standards). Two ways are offered: oneclick download and CNKI node download.
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6.1. One-click Download
Click the download icon “

” on search results page, you can download the article’s

full text.

6.2. Knowledge Network Node Download
Click the download icon “

” on Knowledge Network Node page, you

can download the article’s full text.

(The End)
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